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INTRODUCTION 

Mediation has been rhe subject of rouch discussion in recent years, and 
countless members of society consider using ir, everyone from police officers 
and social workers to judges and securiry guards. Mediation is trend y, and 
we rherefore need ro disringuish, conceprually speaking, berween "'media
rion acriviries" and "mediation authoriries" (Bonafé-Schmitt 1998, 198) in 
order ro a void confusion. While social workers and police of:ficers cerrainly 
perform mediation activiries in the comexr of the ir work, i.e. by reconciling 
conflicting parties, they are nor mediators. This rerm is reserved for media
rion aurhoriries: organisations or people whose primary or secondary role 
is mediation, ra the exclusion of ali other professional pracrices. 

Social mediarion does not escape this inflationary spiral. In fact, there 
is a tendency ra describe as mediation the intervention of third parties like 
adultes-relais (a kind of intercultural mediator), correspondants de nuit (a 
kind of inner-city night patroller) and agent locaux de mediation (a kind 
of local social mediator). The increased presence of such third parties simî
larly necessitates clarification in conceprual rerms, since they are totally 
unrelared ro mediation authoriries even though they may use mediation 
techniques in their interventions. Their functions also fall under what we 
cali mediation acrivities. 

To compensate for the significant recent growth in these mediation 
activities, we wou id like ro highlighr other types of experiences, namely the 
neighbourhood and school mediation projects being developed by the Bou
tiques de Droit and AMEL Y (Association de Médiation de Lyon).' These 
experiences rely on a social logic by encouraging citizens (in neighbour
hoods and schools) ro actively participare in the settling of conflicts, which 
is why we refer ra them as social mediation. The use of this kind of media
tion is based on the belief thar communities should re-appropriate conflicr 
management rather than expecring the stace ra take care of everyrhing. Ir 
is also based on a certain volunrarism since ir requires conflicring parties 
to refer. their cases to mediation authoriries before addressing the courts or 
the police. Mediation is ideal for purring this logic of re-appropriation into 
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practice because it reaches parties how to fi nd solutions to their con fliers 
themselves and rhus resembles an educational process. Schools therefore 
representa privileged place in which to learn this new form of conflict man
agement and in so doing can become true "schools of cirizenship" (Bonafé
Schmitt 2000). 

However, the development of this type of social mediation bas not 
been wirhout its problems. Neighbourhood mediation in particular bas 
been criricised in borh the United States and France for prornoting 'sec
ond-class justice', a pacification of social relationships and the expansion 
of social control (Abel 1981; Pavlich 2000). While such criticism is nor 
groundless, this view of mediation is everly Manichean si nee ir ignores 
mediarion's role as a new form of action and a new mode! of social regu~ 
!arion. Not ali forms of mediation obey the rarional-legal logic of the 
instrumentality used by stare~controlled organizations. Other experi
ences are based on a more communicative rarionality thar ai ms for a less 
conflicting, more consensual mode! of justice, a kind of "comprehen
sive justice" (Bonafé-Schmitt and Robert 2001). Not on! y do media rion 
projects like these give communiries the tools to re-appropriate conflict 
management, but they a iso help to crea te new forms of socîalisation and 
rhus spread new social norms. 

SOCIAL MEDIATION: AN ACT OF 
REGULATION AND SOCIALISATION 

Since 1981, many urban riots thar have ta ken place in France, spedfically 
in Vénissieux, Vaulx-en-Velin and Clichy, have not only revealed a lack 
of social regulation in inner-city neighbourhoods but have also shown 
how miner conflicts can escalate imo riots. The increase in such occur
rences shows how the state is increasingly·struggling to control conflicts 
sin ce its traditional me ans of intervention are proving unsuitable for deal
ing wirh the evolution and complexity of social relarionships. The Bou
tiques de Droit and AMEL Y developed their social mediation project in 
response ro this situation, based on borh the belief thar neighbourhoods 
need ro be recognised as important places for conflict instirutionaliza
tion and the need to crea te community organizations involving residents 
as mediators. 

The Crisis of Institutions of Social Regulation 

While the nature of conflicts has remained the same, the increase in 
urban riots over the last three decades suggests thar a new kind of con
flictuality has developed. It seems thar conflicts relared to fields of mate
rial reproduction like labour conflicts have !ost their central place in our 
societies and been replaced by new conflicts in the areas of "cultural 
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reproduction, social integration and socializarion" (Habermas 1987 
~90). T:aditional institutions of conflict resolution are finding ir increas~ 
mg!~ d~fficulr t~ c~ntr~l these new types of conflict because they "are 
nor Ign1ced by d1stnbunon problems but by questions having ro do wirh 
rhe grammar of forms of !ife" (392). They pose new problems relared to 
issues like qua liry of !ife, equal righrs, self-acrualizarion and social iden
tiry. They convey borh a resistance ro the "'colonizarion of the lifeworld" 
to use Habermas's expression, and the consequences of a more collee~ 
rive, .complex worl~ (e.g. disputes related ro neighbourhood, family, com
mun~cy, consumpnon and the environment). Conrrolling such conflicts 
reqmres a more consensual kind of resolution based on conciliation and 
communication rather chan sanction and compensation. We are no lon
ger ralking about sert!ing a problem of rhe pasr by proclaiming who is 
nghr and :v ho IS ~reng, "but of resolving one raised among people who 
musc conrrnue to lrve togerher" (Vescovi 1983, 175). 

D.is~dvanraged inner-ciry neighbourhoods, wirh rheir proliferation of 
specrahscs-from local social workers ro communiry centres ro educarors 
nor. to mention the police and the justice system-are the best places i~ 
whrch to asse~s the failure of ongoing rarionalization policies pursued by 
the St~te-provrdence ro control conflicts (Bonafé-Schmict 1992, 279). This 
supenm?osition of institutions, which usually affect the same neighbour
hood wnhout any coordination, did nor prevent the social eruptions of 
recent decades. We have since undersrood rhat this srate of social disor
ganisation cannet be resolved simply by increasing the number of social 
workers, judges and police offi.cers . 
. In .Franc7, severa! measures have been raken ro try ro remedy this situa

non,. mcludmg the DSQ (D~veloppement Social des Quartiers), the contrat 
de v:lle and the contrat local de sécurité. However, in pracrical terms rhese 
have clone little to fundamenrally change the motivations of the different 
institutions. There has been a lor of ralk and little action when ir cornes ro 
putting parmership work inro regular pracrice. To move forward on this 
~ssue, we nee~ to e?d "social Taylorism"2 and rerhink how social regulation 
rs performe~ Ill ne1ghbourhoods. In fact, we quickly forger rhat, in the past, 
m~ny conflrcts were regulated by the family, rhe church, rhe school, the 
neighbourhood etc. But the srare's total infiltration of our social lives has 
led us to q uesrion such intermediaries berween the stare and civil society. 
Subse~uenrly, for most dispu~es previously regulared wirhin the family and 
the .nerghbourhood, the only mterlocurors are now police offi.cers, judges or 
socral workers. 

!his is not to suggest raking a nostalgie view of the past ro restore or 
valrdare the parer familias' 'slap in the face', the teacher's 'swirch' or the 
priesr's 'sermon'. The idea is rather ro create new places of social regulation 
thar reflect the experiences of neighbourhood mediation, which are based 
on the participation of residents, and rhus help to rebuild a minimum of 
solidariry among them. 
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Mediation: A Place of Socialisation 

Neighbourhood mediation projecrs are not meant as a response to mal
functions in the justice system but as an alternative mode! of controlling 
disputes thar breaks away from rhe formalism, professionalism and ratio
nalism thar permeate our current system. Rather than re-creating the old 
neighbourhood 'justice of the peace', we are talking about implementing 
new procedures involving non-professionals and neighbourhood residents. 

The objective of such mediation projects is not to carry out justice but 
to instil social issues, to incite actions aimed at rebuilding sociabiliry based 
on the resolution of these disputes and to re-crea te places of socialisation. 
Indeed, the operations of these sites were organised around this project to 
creare places of mediation and make the neighbourhood a relevant place 
for the day-to-day resolution of conflicts. They therefore endeavoured to 
become a kind of community centre by esrablishing. rhemselves within 
inner-ciry neighbourhoods ro make ir easier for residents ro reach them. 
This is why special attention was paid ro the location of the mediation 
projects, most of which are placed in the hearr of the neighbourhoods, in 
housing-project aparrments thar are easy ro fi nd, rhus making them acces
sible ro residents. 

To make such places easier to distinguish and to a void creating confu
sion in people's mincis, chose in charge of the neighbourhood mediation 
projecrs chose ro locare mediation projecrs separarely from traditional com
muniry centres or municipal buildings. In fact, the autonomy of mediation 
projecrs not only makes them more recognisable but also helps neighbour
hood residents appropriate them bercer. 

In establishing rhese neighbourhood mediation projecrs, the goal was to 
build places in which to resolve the kinds of conflicrs and miner disputes 
thar do not necessarily need to pass through the justice system. We are 
mainly referring to the kind of day-to-day disagreements thar are usually 
menrioned in police log books, like neighbour and family conflicts, minor 
property damage and altercations with groups of kids. Because they hap
pen so often, these are the kinds of cases thar most contribuee to feelings 
of insecurity (Bonafé-Schmitt, Schmutz and Bonafé Schmitt 1988). They 
are also the kinds of cases to which social mediation projects rry to apply 
rheir efforts in order ro become known as a place of mediation for ail such 
day-to-day conflicts. They differ from the judicial mediation practiced by 
public prosecutors, who pass the case files off to probation services or vic
tiro support services since such sub-contracting of files does nor actually do 
anything to resolve such cases, which remain nothing but a mention in a 
police log or in a complaint made to a landlord association. 

By establishing rhemselves as autonomous places for conflict regulation, 
social mediation projects seek ro create not a 'parallel justice system', but 
rather a place of socialisation. Social mediators are meant to support rather 
rhan replace already-existing services and associations, rhus helping ro 
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?evelop new P.laces in whic~ ro control neighbourhood disputes. Encourag
mg a networkmg approach rs the only way mediation centres can know and 
be known by neighbourhood residents. 

The Mediators: Neighbourhood Residents 

The facr thar neighbourhood mediation projecrs involve residents as media
~ors disringuishes them from other experiences like the Maisons de justice 
m France. Since mediation advocares wish nor only ro resolve conflicrs bur 
also ro promore communication and creare places of socialisation, special 
care was raken to determine the criteria for choosina rhe mediators. This 
principle led to the idea thar mediators should be nei~hbourhood residents 
a_nd thar th~ criteria for ~hoosing them should not be tied ro their pos
srble pos.sesswn of professwnal.or legal skills. On the contrary, in choosing 
the mediators, grearer emphasts was placed on social criteria and factors 
relared ro the socio-demographic composition of the population. Mediators 
were rherefore chosen for how representative they are of rhe neighbour
ho?d popula~ion ro e~se rheir .introduction and rheir recognition among 
residents. Thrs very different kmd of representation means thar rhe medi
arors perceive themselves more as links wirhin rheir communiry rhan as 
adv.ocates ;vo_rking o_n rheir behalf and is what disringuishes 'French-style' 
soc1al medranon proJecrs from 'American-sryle' neighbourhood mediation. 
Ir ~Iso re.flecrs the different models of integration, with a republican or 
umversahsr mode! for France and a communiry or differenrialist mode! for 
Anglo-Saxon counrries. 

The goal of rhese projecrs was nor ro produce mediation professionals 
but ro creare new places of socialisation in rhe hearts of the neighbour
hoods. However, the absence of a p?èfessional referent does nor mean 
thar the mediators Jack skills, since the Boutiques de Droit/AMEL Y have 
esrablished a programme ro train and supervise mediators. Wirhout rhe 
need ro rrai~ p~ofessionals, che initial training is based on a rhirry-hour 
~~dule, whrch rs _followed-up by a co~rinuous mentor system and super
vrsron of the medtarors' work for rwo hours each monrh. Neirher do any 
perma~enr employees need ro be trained since the projects are volun
reer-dnven. However, rhose who abandon rheir position for any reason 
need ro be r_eplaced, on average every two years. The ongoing training 
of new medtarors helps ro spread the knowledge of conflict resolution 
techniques among various neighbourhood members and facilitates rhe 
formation of a network of mediators who can be mobilized dependîng 
on the need. Nor only do rheir training and especially their supervision 
ensure thar mediators are consistent in rheir interventions, but they also 
help them ro develop a group idenrity, borh of which fosrer the project's 
staying power (Bonafé-Schmirr and Robert 2001). In fact, the supervi
sory meetings address issues regarding borh rhe specifie mediation cases 
and ho-w the group funcrions overall. By virrue of how they funcrion, the 
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neighbourhood mediator groups are good examples of rhese new in terme
dia re systems berween the srate and civil society thar defi ne themselves by 
a new form of common action, i.e. mediation. 

By involving residents, those who iniriate neighbourhood mediation 
projecrs rry to create a place of insrirurionalizarion and conflict regulation 
involving a legirimacy rhat we could describe as 'social'. This legitimacy is 
based on the ability of neighbourhood residents ro recognise such mediation 
centres as relevant places in which to resolve disputes, rhus helping to recon
srrucr a certain social fa bric wirhin these disadvantaged communiries. 

The creation of community organisations, stripped of ail formalism, 
allows day-to-day conflicts to be resolved under ideal conditions. When ir 
cornes ro these kinds of disputes, the purpose is to re-establish communi
cation, rebuild social fa bric and create new forms of solidarity within the 
neighbourhood, rather than decide who is right or wrong. These projects 
are based on the idea thar when residents directly exercise these responsi
bilities, nor only does ir let them re-appropria te ways of managing conflict 
but, more importantly, ir reinforces the vitality and srability of rheir rela
tions with their neighbours. This voluntary approach to conflict resolu
tion actually gives parties the chance to resolve rheir disagreements on 
the basis of mutual understanding and to shape their future relarionships 
according to their respective interests. This is really more about creating 
new ways to communicate and learn on a day-to-day basis than it is about 
managing conflicts. 

SCHOOL MEDIATION: AN EDUCATIONAL PROCESS 

The conflicts between kids and adults in inner-city neighbourhoods and 
the difficulties thar have arisen in trying to mediate between them are what 
led the Boutiques de Droit/AMEL Y to develop mediation in schools.3 The 
project was based on the belief thar mediation is an educational process in 
which people learn how ro re-appropriare conflict management and thar 
schools are therefore relevant places for such learning. 

Participation in an Area- and School-related Project 

For the Boutiques de Droit/AMEL Y, the success of a school mediation 
project requires both a certain institutionalization on the part of the 
schools involved and the long-term participation of the students. This is 
why the schools chosen are located in the same general area, so srudents 
can be followed from elementary school through middle school to high 
school. Within the context of this experiment, the schools were not che
sen at random since they were located in districts where neighbourhood 
mediation projecrs had already been introduced, such as Vénissieux and 
Saint Priest. 
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The choice ~f these urban ~istricts obeyed a certain logic on rhe part of 
AMEL Y coordmarors, who armed to make the neighbourhood a relevant 
place for the instituriona~iz~rion of social mediation, be ir through neigh~ 
bourhood or school medratton. The Zone d'Education Prioritaire (ZEP) 4 

can represem this relevant place wirhin the school domain, i.e. an inter
medi.are space ?erween the school a~d the neighbourhood, by helping ra 
reburld :he acnon between the publrc and the private and encouraging a 
new ~cnon to emerge berween school and neighbourhood acrors (Bonafé~ 
Schmrtt 2000_). In rerms of conflict management, mediation is a perfecr 
example of thrs new form of common action in velving bath public and pri
vare acrors (Giraud 1993). Y et it cannat simply be mandated. As we will see 
below, the developmem of school mediation is challenged by the opposition 
of cer~arn teac~ers and the resistance of students, norably in high school, co 
resolvrng conflKts this way (Bonafé-Schmitt 2000). 

To esrablish this project, the ZEP framework seemed ro be the most 
relevant for encouraging the spread of this merbod of conflict resolution. 
The project involves the joint training of educarional community members 
and the parents of studenrs enrolled in ZEP schools ro prepare as many 
people-resources as possible ro be mobilized based on the type of conflict 
Educarional cornmunity members are trained ro create a group dynami~ 
around mediation wirhin the ZEP so thar this merbod of conflict manage
ment beco.mes the common rule. The training also increases the number 
of adult referents, which in turn encourages the spread of a conflict man
agement mode! to adolescents who would not otherwise understand why 
a~ults :vould nor apply the mediation method to manage cheir own con~ 
fl1cts. Frnally, co-mediation involves parents in the management of conflicts 
and, more broadly, in the school environmenr, which should help ro bridge 
the gap between the school and the neighbourhood. 

Mediation: A Learning Process 

T.he objective of the mediation project is not simply to res pond ro the imme
drate problems confronted by schools, like violence, vandalism absentee· 
ism etc.; ir is not a disciplinary measure. Or: the conrrary, m~diation is 
a.n a!ternative ro t~e 'disciplinary model', which is based on the stigma
tlZation and exclusiOn of a studenr through the application of a sanction. 
School mediation programs are developed ro promore a new more consen
sual mode! of conrrolling conflicts by using techniques of communication 
and negoriation. In the first place, the mediation project involves srudenr 
mediators wh? are a~thorized by school officiais ro have a certain power ro 
manage confhcrs. Ir rs actually a non~power, since the role of mediators is 
limited to helping conflicring parties find a solution to rh"eir problem them~ 
selves. In the second place, unlike the disciplinary madel, mediation is not 
based on opposing inrerests and sanctions but on principles like mainrain~ 
ing trust, seeking consensus and compromising. The mediation approach 
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requires mediators to show sorne emparhy for the conflicring parties and 
establishes the elima te of trust needed for parties ro negotiare a solution. 

Mediation is rhus a part of an educarional process aimed at developing 
the communication and reasoning skills of student mediators, wherher in 
rhe management of the mediation process or in the search for solutions to 
conflict. On this last point, mediation techniques help mediators develop 
critical thinking skills, since they must verbally analyse the conflict, con
sider the viewpoints of the different parties without taking sides and help 
them fi nd a solution to their conflict. 

Mediation is also a way to teach students accountability for improving 
relationships, developing new forms of solidarity and promoting a healthier 
environrnent in and out of school. A lot of people talk about 'schools of 
citizenship', but I believe thar learning mediation techniques represents a 
concrere expression of this idea since ir helps people resolve conflicrs better, 
not only at school but also in their neighbourhood. The mediation project 
rhus prornores a concrete way to learn cirizenship while also helping to 

rebuild relationships between the school and the neighbourhood. 
ln this sense, mediation prograrns can help increase the standing of each 

persan in social roles thar are nor just tied to schoolwork. This way, they 
not only reinforce what psychologists call 'self-esteern', but also help stu
dems have an easier rime at school over the long run. 

Awareness Raising and Medi.ation Training: A Culture of Mediation 

Initial evaluations of school mediation projects have shown thar media
tion is not a part of the dominant culture of roday's 'schoolyard' and thar 
its dissemination requires severa! years of work with one set of studenrs 
from the same age group (Bonafé-Schmitt and Robert 2002). To encourage 
the greatest spread of this merbod of conflicr resolution among studems, 
mediation awareness is introduced tO as many classes as possible, wirh the 
eventual goal of creating a comrnon culture of mediation. Raising student 
awareness in the classroom is viral for establishing these projects, not only 
to explain what mediation is but, more importantly, to motivate s'tudents to 
manage their conflicts this way. 

Raising awareness is also important as part of the process to legiti
mise future mediators among ail the students in the schools. To reinforce 
this legitimacy, special care was taken in designating mediators accord
ing to severa! criteria, including age, gender and ethnicity, to ensure they 
are most representative of the emire student body. Orher criteria, like the 
need to integrate 'good' students with 'problem' ones, were also considered. 
This last crirerion has been the subject of much debate within the schools 
since the integration of this kind of srudent forms the cornerstone of the 
mediation project, which îs primarily an educational process. By making 
mediation an educational process, we wanted to determine whether the 
integra rion of such students in the mediation project wou id lead to a change 
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in their behaviour and their representation. We started from the hypothesis 
thar school is a place for learning and socialisation, on the one hand and 
thar mediation helps people learn socialisation, on the orher hand. ' 

T~e _training per~od r:presenrs the second key moment in esrablishing the 
:nedtanon system sm~e tt focuses not only on training mediators bur, more 
tmportamly, on creanng a group of mediators (Bonafé~Schmitt 2000). The 
fact rh_at the mediators in_ training came from different classes and grades 
m~de tt har~ to creare thts group identity. Mediations must take place in 
patrs, so tramers had the sometimes~diffi.culr task of getting rhird-grade 
studenrs t~ work with sixth-grade srudenrs. An eight-hour training session 
was organtzed to reach them mediation techniques5 including how to man~ 
ag~ discussions, wirh exercises to develop rheir listening and rephrasing 
skdls, and how t0 help people find solurions, notably wh en situations arrive 
~t a 'srandstill' due to the inrransigence of the parties. Part of the training 
IS devoted to mediation ethics, i.e. asking the mediatOrs to agree ro certain 
rules, like not imposing their own solutions, making sure the mediation 
proceeds smoothly, maimaining the trust of those involved erc. Eight hours 
may nor sound like a lot, but these training sessions are completed by meet
in~s i~ w~ich the mediarors are supervised and given specifie training. The 
obJective ts not to tu_rn the students inro professional mediatOrs but to help 
them develop the skdls and autonomy needed ro reo-uiare conflicrs without 
adult intervention. 

0 

SOCIAL MEDIATION: A NEW MODEL OF SOCIAL REGULATION 

~oc only is mediation a way to communicare and to manage conflicrs but 
tt also presents a new mo del of social regulation, a new mode of action thar 
helps t0 rebuild relarionships becween the state and civil society. We share 
the viewpoinr of certain scholars who consider the developmenr of this 
"new mediation movemenr" in ali demains of sociallife to be "an instru
ment of socio-polirical transformation" (Becker 1986, 110). 

Mediation: A New Mode! of Action 

While mediation is often presemed as a conflict management technique, it is 
also more rare! y recognised as anricipating a new mode of action involving 
a new form of rationality, one rhat is different from the instrumental form 
thar characrerises our modern societies. We are ralking about a communi
cative rationalir_r, in the sense inrended by Habermas, who rhinks the place 
of law as a medmm should be replaced by ''procedures for setrling conflicts 

·thar are appropria te to the structures of action orienrated by murual under
standing-discursive processes of will-formation and consensus-orienred 
procedures of negotiation and decision making" (Habermas, 1987, 408). 
According t0 him, the school domain is the ideal place in which to measure 
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the harrnful effecrs of this tendency ro "îuridify" social relations because ir 
shows how "the medium of the law cornes inra collision with the form of 
educarional acriviry" (Habermas, 1987, 408). 

To prevent the medium of the law from colonizing the lifeworld, Haber~ 
mas believes we should rely on an action oriemed towards mutual under· 
standing and thar we should esrablish procedures aimed ar consensus, i.e. 
decision-making procedures thar consider the participants as capable of 
representing their own interests and sorting out their own affairs. Media
tion is based on this communicative rationality because its objective is to 
encourage parties ro be more involved in settling their own conflicts and 
overcoming their disagreements based on a mutual understanding of their 
needs and inrerests (Bonafé-Schmitt 1992). 

This is why mediation cannat be reduced either to a simple conflict
management technique used by states as a tool of social regulation or to 
a new actOr in the conflict management market; Ît also represents a new 
social movement and a new form of common action in which relation
ships between the state and civil society are rebuilt through the creation of 
"intermediate places" of social regulation (Laville 1994). Mediation thus 
presents a new concept of actOr and action in the sense that mediatOrs 
are "meaningful actors" (23) who wish to help build new "intermediate 
structures" between the stace and individuals. The idea is to create new 
places of socialisation and control, new "existential communities" (White 
1994, 46) based on forms of solidarity chat involve more of a communica
tive than an instrumental rationality. We are cautious in our use of the 
notion of community, especially at a time when traditional comrnunities 
have been "dislocated, disrupted and disorganized by the consequences 
of modern rationality" and new ones have appeared, born of "religious 
fundarnentalism, ethnie chauvinism, religions or other non-rational phe
nornena" (47). However, we hypothesize that the existence of these "exis
tential comrnunities" would allow mediation to produce a new form of 
cornrnon action that would in turn help co create new forms of solidarity 
and a new common identity. 

Without falling into an organicist current, we can argue that mediation 
could help create these intermediate structures by helping to fight the atorn
ization of our societies, not only in neighbourhoods but also in schools. 
Mediation could therefore help tO crea te new forms of solidarity in schools, 
both among students and between them and the educational community. 
Such a structure would help prevent actors from turning in on themselves 
or forming sub-groups (isolated from everyone else) and would help the 
school community rebuild itself through exchanges. 

Mediation: A New Mode! of Social Regulation 

Social mediation projects are based on the idea thar the "conflicting" mode! 
is not appropriate for resolving certain kinds of conflicts, like rhose for 
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exa.n:ple i~ nei~hbourhood or school disputes between parties in ongoing 
relanonsh1ps With one another. In such cases, a "negotiating" or "thera
peuric" approach is advised (Si! bey and Sarat 1989, 479). Mediation is the 
only kind of intervention chat lets parties build future relationships since it 
is based on rheir problems racher chan abstracr norrns. 

However, the developrnent of mediation collides with the aforementioned 
tendency to juridify social relarionships, a colonization of the lifeworld co 
use a?ain the expression of Habermas, who believes chat in certain type~ of 
confbcts we sho~~d use proce_dures aimed at consensus, i.e. decision-making 
proc.ed~res requmng the parnes to resolve their own conflict. This is why the 
med1anon process represents a special rirual wich its own dicrates and forms 
and a new and unique approach to conflict management. While the judicial 
ritual is rnarked by a certain formalism and legal rationality, that of mediation 
would be· animated by a more communicative rationality characterised by a 
new approach to verbalization and cime management. The ritual of mediation 
is an excellent example of the new form of justice we cali "comprehensive jus~ 
tice", since it airns co create the procedural conditions for mutual understand
ing between the conflicting parries (Bonafé-Schmitr and Robert 2001). 

Rather chan seeking a "soft consensus", the consensually based rirual of 
mediati~n is more like seeking a "dissent" in orcier to reach an agreement 
(Debarb1eux 1995, 242). Mediation is rhus based on a 'deconsrruction
reconstruccion' kind of logic. In other words, it involves going through a 
"separation" before "reconstructing" the social relationship (Duval 1993; 
Hamrnouche 1998). Mediation rituals ali have this in common since che 
deconstruction phase stans with the mediator allowing the achievemenr 
of ~he se.Paracio~ phase, rhat is allowing both parties co speak and express 
the1r pomt of v1ew on the conflicts and their expectarions-in short co 
express cheir points of dissent. ' 

Mediators are meanc to work just as hard on the points of agreement as 
on chose of disagreement, seeking not ro minimize such disagreements but 
rather to live with them and ro find a modus vivendi (Debarbieux 1995). 

ACommonLaw 

By !etting parties be more involved in the settling of their own conflicts not 
only do es me~iation help people overcome cheir disa greements, but it 'a Iso 
helps them budd new relationships, which in turn reinforce the normative 
nature of the decisions made. This search for a new consensus based on 
negotiare? ~ules often helps to mend a torn social fabric, notably in large 
urban bUilding complexes. In rhese large complexes, where the community 
pr~ssure of the past no longer plays a role, negociation or mediation helps 
budd new places of socialisation and control. 

Mediation plays a vital role in rule-making because its solutions rarely 
~ollow rules of law in the strict sense. Insread, rhey often in volve equal~ 
1ty or even the parties' imagination, as in noise~relared cases in which 
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simple, sensible rules have helped resolve the conflict. The enacrmenr of 
such norms in mediation agreements reveals the nature of a law thar is 
negoriared using contracring techniques ro rebuild relarionships berween 
conflicting parties. We should pay special attention to the results of medi
ation, since they have shawn us how this method of resolving conflicts 
could be the bearer of a new social norm. The contents of neighbourhood 
or school mediation agreements highlighr the unique nature of this way of 
settling conflicrs, which essentially concerns "symbolic measures" or the 
adoption of what we have called "ru les of behaviour" (Bonafé-Schmitt 
and Robert 2001, 95). 

Under this general caregory of 'symbolic measures' we have grouped 
words like 'apologizing' and 'agreeing to live in peace', with gestures like 
'the handshake'. Rules of behaviour are a Iso inherently quite varied since 
they concern everyday aerions like 'agreeing to not leave bags of rubbish in 
the hallway'. Such rules are not an 'obligation to do or not to do', to use 
legal categories, since they are not imposed but rather developed in a joint 
way between the conflicting parties. 

The foundation of such agreements does nor rest on an average, legal 
type of instrumental rationality but rather a communicative rationality 
thar involves categories pulled from the lifeworld. Normatively speak
ing, rhese mediation experiences play a key role in the ma king of rules, 
since they show how a new social orcier cao be built on the basis of 
negoriated agreements. 

SOCIAL MEDIATION: A COUNTER-CULTURE 

The emergence of this alternative mode! of settling conflicts is not without 
its challenges. We should therefore avoid placing too rouch value on the 
changes taking place today and consider them more as a transformation
adaptation of the current system than as a rupture perse. 

The Culture of the 'Power Balance' 

In fact, we cannet underestimate the resistances to change, notably because 
of the omnipotent influence of both the 'culture of the power balance', ro 
the detriment of the misunderstood importance of consensus, and the 'cul
ture of the law', which opposes thar of compromise. While we cannet deny 
the importance of power balances and violence in social relationships, we 
should challenge constructions aimed at relating ail social relationships to 
power balances in the last analysis (Bolranski 1990). ln light of these ideas, 
we should revisit notions of compromise and agreement, which are not the 
producr of a logic of conflict but rather the result of a logic of cooperation 
involving a respect for the mutual interesrs of the parties engaged in the 
negotiation process. 
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This 'culture of the power balance' partly explains why Jess rhan 50 per
cent of conflicring parties agree to engage in mediation {Bonafé-Schmirr and 
Robert 2001, 96). Des pire the efforts of mediators, parties reach an agreement 
only 50 ro 70 percent of the rime (97). These resulrs reveal a strong resistance 
to developing a new way ro sertie conflicts and the need ro work on ways of 
reaching it in school so thar it becomes a natural reflex, like reporring a tra.ffic 
accident. Media: ti on could rhus becorne. the accident report of da il y !ife. 

The idea rhat a mode! of conflicr could evolve into a new, more consen
sual one has ~een the subjecr of biner criticism by severa! scholars, who 
~en ounce the 'tdeology of harmony' for failing ro accounr for the inequality 
?f powers, e.g. in American society. They think the ideology of harmony 
IS based on the negation of conflict because its objective is ro prevenr the 
expression of conflict rather rhan its cause (Nader 2000). They argue thar 
supp~rrer~ of this ~deology encourage parties to view judicial procedures 
as ahenatmg, hosnle and excessively costly, while viewing mediation as 
en~o~raging o_f civic and communiry-driven responsibilities. They rejecr 
th1s vtew of thmgs, whereby conflicrs are transformed inro communication 
problems and legal disputes become relarional or affective disagreemenrs. 
More generally, the ideology of harmony would present a mode! of society 
thar is based on the belief thar ali people share the same objectives and 
values, which would consequent! y encourage grearer pacification of peoples 
rhrough the expansion of social control. 

A Minor Dispute 

Taki~g inro accounr their relarively unique character, social mediation proj
e.crs _m France ~nvol~ing residents represenr a marginal phenomenon quan
nrat:ve~y spea~mg, smce ar present rhere are less than fifry neighbourhood 
~edtarwn proJecrs and less rhan a hundred school media rion projects by peers 
m France. 6 According to the available data, the number of cases addressed by 
mediation projecrs-thirry ro a hundred a year-remains quire small com
pared ro the total number of recorded cases for the different jurisdictions. 

Qualitacively speaking, conflicts overseen by neighbourhood mediators 
essenrially involve problems related to neighbour relations or daily life. The 
vast majoriry of problems are relared· ro noise, relarional issues, rem or 
consurnprion. Without drawing up a rypology of conflicrs, noise pollution 
rends ro be caused by the running of household appliances, 'conjugal dis
putes', 'constant parties' or 'lare-night arguments', nor to mention animal 
noises (dogs, cocks, etc.). Relarional issues usually email conflicrs thar can 
escalate, like insulrs berween neighbours, rhrears, racist talk or rumeurs. 
Tenant-relared issues înclude problems paying rem or other cosrs and con
sumption disputes like delivery problems, defects etc. 

When ir cornes ro the school environment, the number of conflicts man
aged by studenrs is about the same (less rhan fi fry per year) and also in volve 
everyday matters like insults, rumeurs, pushing and shoving etc. 
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Shallow Roors 

Despire the proactive policies of the state and national and local organisa~ 
rions in the field, most of the population sri li fa ils to identify mediation as 
a natural way to resolve conflicts. When conflict arises, the most common 
reflex is to appeal to the police and the justice system or even avoidance, 
i.e. refusing ro face a problem until the initial disagreement escala tes into 
violent conflict. 

This explains why most neighbourhood mediation cases have been 
handed dawn by the police, the justice system, social housing landlords, 
social or municipal services etc. While more and more parties in conflict 
are referring themselves directly to mediation projects, the aforemen~ 
rioned institutions will continue to play a decisive role in orientating 
cases for sorne years to come. Y et nothing is set in stone, since a project 
like the Boutiques de Droit, for example, shows thar almost 50 per
cent of the cases dealr with by AMEL Y neighbourhood mediation proj
ects were actually handed clown by the legal experts of these structures 
within the context of legal advisory services (Bonafé-Schmitt and Robert 
2001). The situation is the sa me for school mediation, since most cases 
addressed by student mediators were handed clown to them by teachers 
or school employees. 

Irs frequent dependence on institutional policy explains why the social 
mediation movement is so fragile. Sometimes a simple change in the man
agement of an institution (municipal, police, school, etc.) is enough to throw 
the existence of a mediation projecr into question. In terms of the school 
environment, one evaluation showed how the survival of these mediation 
systems often depends on the abilities of principals and certain teachers to 
mobilize the necessary resources (Bonafé-Schmitt and Robert 2002). Ail of 
this shows how challenging it is to socially root mediation, which resembles 
a true transplant into the social fa bric for the constant effort required to 
prevent it from being rejected. 

Our evaluation of how awareness is raised, how students are trained 
and how mediation is managed also showed us how hard it is for srudents 
to appropriate this new ritual of conflict management. In fact, mediation is 
not part of the dominant culture of srudents. It is much more like a coun
terculture, and this validares our theory about the need to ensure the sur
vival of these systems by starting them in elementary school and following 
them through middle school to high school. Elememary and middle school 
students are most successful in appropriating this new ritual, while in high 
school the experiment has never really worked. By analysing the responses 
of mediators, as weil as those mediated, we can see how difficult it is to 
manage the mediation process and establish a communicative logic based 
on mutual understanding. More generally, these differences of appropria
tion also convey the problems mediators have with legitimacy in the differ
ent schools. The fact thar it is strongest in elemenrary school and weakest in 
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high school shows how mediators' legirimacy is a true social construction 
thar cannat simply be manda red. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The institutîonalization of neighbourhood and school mediation is still in 
its early stages and remains very fragile since ir relies on the involvemem of 
certain personalities. While this situation is not exclusive to social media
rion, ir reveals the difficulties inherent in esrablishing projects thar are asso
ciated more wirh a coumerculrure than a dominant culture. lvfediation is a 
complex phenomenon, and we need to rake imo accoum che diversity of its 
projecrs sin ce they rely on the work of peers and are collectively imended as 
a new mode! of social regulation rather than as a response ro malfunctions 
of the judicial or school system. Because this mode of conflict reo-ulation is 
associa red more with a counrerculrure, due to the omnipotence of. the mode 
of conflict and the tendency to apply a legal meaning to conflicrs, we can~ 
not expect social mediation ro develop rapidly in the years to come. 

Initial evaluations have shawn thar neighbourhood residents and stu
denrs struggle to appropriate this new ritual of conflict management. In 
fact, mediation is not part of the dominant culture of neighbourhoods or 
scho?l~, and this validates our rheory about the need to develop school 
med1at10n and ensure the survival of rhese systems by srarring them in ele
mentary school and following them rhrough middle school ro high school 
m arder to create a rrue culture of mediation. 

Despire the difficulties, the developmem of mediation nevertheless con
veys how our societies are evolving rowards a greater pluralism when ir 
cornes to systems of social regulation. This is especially true for social 
mediation, which challenges stace-dependent reflexes by focusino- more on 
building new places of mediation and new intermediate structure~ between 
cirizens and che srare rhan on establishing new professional agents of social 
regulation. More broadly, this mode! of mediation would help ro rebuild 
places of socialisation, rhus anricipating new modes of social regulation 
thar would not only con vey changes in the distribution and organization of 
power, but would also represent a re-definition of the relationship between 
what we cali civil society and the state, and more particularly rhat of Che 
legitimacy of judicial power to sertie disputes. 

NOTES 

1. T.he. firsr B_o~tùp,te de Droit in Lyon was creared in 1980. AMEL Y (Asso
cwtzon Med:a:z?n. de Lyon [Mediation Society of Lyon]) was founded in 
1986 on the mmanve of the Boutiques de Droit to separare mediation acrivi
ties from legal aid. and ro avoid confusion berween mediators and lawyers. 
Today, rhere are nme Boutiques de Droit in Greater Lyon thar deal wirh at 
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!east 6,000 case files a year and 14 neighborhood mediation projects man~ 
aged by AMEL Y, who look after sorne ïSO case files. On the hisrory of the 
Boutiques de Droit and AMEL Y, see Bonafé·Schmitt, Schmutz and Bonafê
Schmitt (1992). 

2. Social Taylorism refers to the division of social work among various institu
tions, such as social security, educational institutions, unemployment offices 
etc. The rerm 'Taylorism' cornes from Frederick Winslow Taylor, who devel
oped the merbod of scienrific management of labour in the manufacturing 
industry at the end of the nineteenth century. 

3. This association took concrete form in a research project wh ose main results 
were published in Bonafé-Schmirt (2000). 

4. ZEPs group together elementary, middle and high schools thar are locared 
in a same area. They are established in disadvamaged inner-ciry neighbour
hoods to help srudents succeed in rheir education. 

S. In rhe United $rares, studenr mediation training lasts from eight ro rwelve 
hours. 

6. These numbers represent an order of magnitude since there is no way of col
lecting data on the number and nature of neighbourhoods and school media
tion projects. 
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